## Module title

**Specific disciplines of theoretical philosophy**

### Abbreviation

06-B-W6-122-m01

## Module coordinator

holder of the Chair of Theoretical Philosophy

## Module offered by

Institute of Philosophy

## ECTS

5

## Method of grading

numerical grade

## Duration

1 semester

## Module level

undergraduate

## Other prerequisites

Admission prerequisite to assessment: regular attendance of seminar (a maximum of 2 incidents of unexcused absence).

## Contents

Problems in and theoretical models of special disciplines of theoretical philosophy.

## Intended learning outcomes

Intended learning outcomes: Content-related outcomes: Insight into special disciplines of theoretical philosophy. Formal outcomes (skills to be tested in the assessment): Ability to analyse philosophical texts and issues; ability to follow the rules of scholarly work; ability to independently develop philosophical issues and to present them in a linguistically appropriate manner.

## Courses

S (no information on SWS (weekly contact hours) and course language available)

## Method of assessment

Term paper (approx. 12 pages) or oral examination (approx. 25 minutes)

## Allocation of places

--

## Additional information

--

## Referred to in LPO I

(examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes)

## Module appears in

- Bachelor' degree (1 major) Mathematics (2012)
- Bachelor' degree (1 major) Mathematics (2013)
- Bachelor's degree (1 major, 1 minor) Philosophy (2013)
- Bachelor's degree (2 majors) Philosophy (2013)